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This paper presents a mechanoelectrospinning (MES)-assisted surface-tension driven self-organization

to provide a possible route towards inexpensive generation of large-scale ordered microarrays in a

controllable manner. To control the self-organization driven by surface tension and Plateau–Rayleigh

instability, finite length effects are utilized to manipulate the self-organizing processes and adjust the

competition between nucleation and free surface instability. We introduce fine ribbon-lattices to

determine the boundary conditions of ribbons to make use of the finite length effects. The ribbon-

lattices are electrodeposited precisely by MES, borrowing ideas from the ‘‘Chinese kite’’, by involving

the mechanical drawing force and the electric field force. Then the samples are transferred to a

moisture-rich environment in which the ribbons absorb water vapour and become liquid lines. Surface

instability emerges and leads the liquid lines to controllable self-organization. We uncover the

controllable area to manipulate the self-organization behavior. A uniform or hierarchical microarray

with a specific position, gap and droplet-size can be generated in a continuously tunable manner. This

bottom-up method provides a digital approach for the fabrication of large-scale ordered microarrays

and micropatterns.
1. Introduction

The controllable fabrication of functional microarrays is

important in applications, including organic semiconductors and

flexible electronics,1–3 bio-related and medicinal research ranging

from biomolecule sensing and stimulation4,5 to cell and tissue

engineering,6,7 the generation of masks and templates8 and the

production of optical components such as microlens arrays,9

where a hierarchical microarray of colloid/polymeric material

needs to be deposited on a rigid/flexible substrate and allowed to

solidify by thermal, chemical, or photochemical means. A simple

and inexpensive method is presented, employing passive mech-

anisms to generate a large-area ordered and hierarchical micro-

array with only additive solution-based processes. Contact

approaches, such as dip-pen lithography10 and soft lithography,11

have been commonly employed for processing suspensions on

the nanoscale, but require strictly controlled atmospheres and

are relatively costly. Non-contact techniques based on ink-jet

printing have increasingly attracted attention from research and

industrial communities due to their low-cost, high-efficiency, and

environmentally friendly features.12–14 Traditional ink-jet

printing is impractical for reaching a resolution smaller than 20

mm. The e-jet can be used to generate several micrometer or
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submicrometer droplets in a drop-on-demand style, but by use of

a high-resolution print-head with an inner diameter of a few

micrometers.15 Notably, neither ink-jet nor e-jet has the flexi-

bility to generate various droplets in a continuously tunable

manner. Their adoption is dominated by the following chal-

lenges: (1) avoiding or eliminating jamming problems resulting

from the high concentration solution in high-resolution printing;

(2) improving the controllability of droplet-size and position in a

parallel and highly-efficient manner; (3) fabricating hierarchical

or different resolution microarrays or micropatterns in a

continuously tunable manner.

The solution-based self-organization processes presented in

many different inorganic, organic, and biological systems at

various length scales give rise to specific intrinsic physical

properties and offer lower production costs, reduced energy

consumption, and a smaller environmental burden.3,16 One

challenge in self-organization/self-assembly is that it is difficult to

determine the behavior by changing many of the parameters.17 It

was shown that droplets can be forced into certain desired

microstructures or micropatterns by means of a pre-designed

system, such as custom topographic and wettability patterns.18

Yet the control is complex and static, since the surface patterns

cannot be provided in dynamic and digital styles. We wish to

have a set of available self-organizing components in which the

process parameters can be adjusted easily. The instabilities of

thin liquid lines have been the subject of increasingly active

research aimed at a better understanding of the physics of their
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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formation and their utility in patterning, organizing, and

measuring material properties on the micro and nanoscale.19 The

driving mechanism behind this self-organization is the same gain

in surface energy that controls the break-up of liquid lines into

droplets that was first explained by Rayleigh.20

A self-organization driven by surface tension and Plateau–

Rayleigh instability is presented to directly handle the concen-

trated functional solution and fabricate large-scale ordered

microarrays in a highly-efficient, controllable and digital manner.

The finite length effects are utilized to manipulate the self-orga-

nizing processes and adjust the self-organization competition

between nucleation and free surface instability. Ribbon-lattices are

introduced to activate the finite length effects, where the fibres

should be deposited with uniform cross-section and arrayed with

controlled distances. We present a mechanoelectrospinning

(MES)-assisted solution-based process to direct-write ribbon-

lattices, then transfer the ribbon-lattices to a moisture-rich envi-

ronment to controllably generate ordered microarrays based on

the finite length effects. Traditional electrospinning merely uses an

electrical charge to draw micro/nano-scale fibres from a charged

liquid, but without being capable of positioning, or being able to

control the diameter.21–23 MES is different from traditional elec-

trospinning, in that the jetted liquid fibre is pulled by the combi-

nation of the stable electrical field force and a tunable mechanical

drawing force. This leads to MES being capable of high posi-

tioning, direct-writing high-resolution patterns, and controlling the

diameter of the jetted fibre/ribbon. The electrical field is utilized to

generate the Taylor cone that the jet is pulled from, and also acts as

part of the drawing force to pull the jet. The mechanical drawing

force is derived from the motion stage and tuned by the velocity of

the motion stage, so the diameter of the jet can be controlled by the

tunable force. It has high flexibility in manipulating the configu-

ration of fibres directly, such as the diameter and position of fibres,

instead of changing the print head. Transferring the ribbon-lattice

mask to a solvent-absorbable moisture-rich environment produces

modulations to the surface tension, by which the fibres are divided

into segments and self-assembled into microarrays or patterns.

Surface-tension-driven flows and, in particular, their tendency to

decay spontaneously into droplets, have long fascinated natural-

ists, the earliest systematic experiments dating back to the 19th

century.20,21 The presented approach combines the advantages of

high-controllability of electrohydrodynamic printing and parallel

fabrication of self-organization. It is able to fabricate large-scale

size/position-controllable microarrays, and is not hampered by the

disadvantages encountered with contact approaches and ink-jet

printing.
2. Surface-tension driven self-organization

It is essential in self-organization to generate a globally coherent

pattern in a way that is parallel and distributed, either from the

local direct interactions (e.g. by capillary forces24), or indirectly

using a template25 or an external field (e.g. by kinetic driving,26

electrohydrodynamic instability19 or laser-interference27). Fig. 1

shows the schematic diagram of surface-tension driven self-

organization assisted by mechanoelectrospinning. Firstly, MES

is presented to direct-write aligned fibres with a diameter of

several micrometers/submicrometers on flexible/rigid substrates

(Fig. 1(a)). The fibres become ribbons, since the fibres deposited
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
on the substrate are still liquid when a short nozzle-to-substrate

distance is adopted. Then, the samples are exposed to water

vapor at a humidity of about 60%, or moist airflow is blown onto

the sample (Fig. 1(b)). Water will condense on the substrate

surface, which is usually used in ‘‘breath figures’’ to form well-

ordered conformal micropatterns.28 The condensed water has an

influence on the surface energy, namely reducing the surface

energy of Si. Here, the solid ribbon absorbs water-vapor and

swells into liquid fibres. Thirdly, the large surface tension

resulting from the large specific-surface-area necks the liquid

fibres and breaks them into segments (Fig. 1(c)). Surface tension

is the force responsible for a variety of physical phenomena

involving small volumes of liquid.29 Here, surface tension has

demonstrated the capability to cut free-standing liquid micro/

nanofibres into a periodic array of fragments, known as Plateau–

Rayleigh instability.30 Lastly, the fragments further shrink from

the fusiformis-shape into approximately circular droplets in

order to minimize their surface area, thus the system generates a

great wealth of periodic and hierarchical structures (Fig. 1(d)).

The solvent will evaporate and the microarrays will mold at the

droplets when the sample is transferred out of the moisture-rich

environment. In order to control the self-organization process,

the finite length effect is utilized by introducing ribbon-lattices,

which act as an induction template and provide high controlla-

bility of droplet-size and position.

Closer analysis of our self-organization experiments suggests

that two important factors determine the presented self-organi-

zation: the moisture-rich environment and the ribbon-lattice.

The former factor is adopted to generate surface tension, which

can easily be realized using an aging oven. Increasing the water

vapor to a humidity of 60% and decreasing the substrate

temperature to 5 �C below the dew point form an effective

approach to condensing the water onto the wettable hydrophilic

regions.31 The self-organization begins when enough water is

absorbed, and stops when it is transferred out of the moisture-

rich environment.

There are two different phenomena responsible for droplet

formation: (i) instability of the body of the ribbon itself where the

self-organization is carried out freely,27 and (ii) instability induced

by the finite length effects, which have been observed and studied

in theory and experiment.32 Here, the finite length effects are

utilized to control the configuration of droplets, such as their size

and position. The challenge is to fabricate large-scale finite length

line-arrays at low cost and high throughput. We have presented a

solution-based non-contact direct-writing approach named MES

to fabricate different kinds of lattices.33 The lattices contain many

square and rectangular cells with specific side lengths, which are

anchored by the intersection points at the two ends. The ribbon-

lattices are the core of the presented self-organization. The self-

organization on the lines will be determined by the length.

However, the fabrication of ribbon-lattices is much more difficult

than that of ribbons, since the ribbons have to be deposited with

uniform width and precise positioning.

3. Ribbon-lattices direct-written by
mechanoelectrospinning

Here, mechanoelectrospinning is presented to form the required

ribbon-lattices. Generally, the jetted fibre of traditional
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311 | 8303
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of surface-tension driven self-organization assisted by mechanoelectrospinning for large-scale microarrays. (a) Fibre-array

or ribbon-lattice deposited by MES; (b) the substrate with ribbon-lattice is immersed in moist airflow or blown by moist airflow, and the fibre array

swells due to absorbing the water-vapor. The contact width of the liquid line is b, the contact angle is q, the radius is R, and the thickness of the section

line is h. (c) The fibre is necked by surface-tension force. (d) A large-scale ordered microarray is formed.
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electrospinning hangs in a similar manner to a rope-ladder

swinging from a helicopter, so that it is impossible to control the

landing point. To electrodeposit fibre in a controllable manner,

the idea is borrowed from the ‘‘Chinese kite’’, where a person

pinches the string and runs quickly. We introduce a high-speed

motion stage in the role of the person, to realize controllability of

the landing point. Therefore, MES forms fibres based on the

uniaxial stretching of a viscoelastic solution, by use of stable

electrostatic and tunable mechanical forces. Fig. 2 shows the

schematic of the MES process. When a critical electric field is

achieved, the electrostatic force will overcome the surface tension

of the solution, causing a jet to erupt from the apex of the Taylor

cone.34 The formation of the Taylor cone, the jet erupting from

the apex, the ink-point deposited on substrate, and the effect of

velocity on the orientation of the fibre can be observed.
Fig. 2 The processing schematic of MES. The substrate is mounted on an

generate the mechanical drawing force, and moves in a perpendicular directio

the solution and a drop forms on the end of the nozzle. (b) The jet emanates f

formed between the nozzle and the substrate. (d) The fibre is jetted when the

motion stage is 50 mm s�1, 100 mm s�1 and 200 mm s�1, respectively. The vo

8304 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311
The substrate is located on an electrode mounted on an x–y

motion stage, which can adjust the drawing force acting on the

fibre in the flying state, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The motion stage

moves rapidly in one direction to generate a mechanical drawing

force, and moves in the perpendicular direction in an intermittent

manner to adjust the gap. It can be utilized to fabricate ribbon-

lattices in situ, as the motion stage can move in two perpendicular

directions. In order to realize control of the kite, the velocity of

the x–ymotion stage should be larger than that of the fibre jet. A

large velocity leads to a large slope and a large drawing force,

which makes the fibres finer, as shown in Fig. 2(d)–(g) captured

by a high-speed camera. The liquid jet undergoes extensive

stretching as the substrate moves, then attaches onto the

substrate in an orderly manner. The mechanical force plays an

important role in controlling the diameter and position of the
x–y moving stage. The motion stage moves rapidly in one direction to

n in an intermittent manner to adjust the gap. (a) The nozzle is filled with

rom the attached drop and forms the Taylor cone. (c) A fine ‘jet chord’ is

motion stage is stationary. (e)–(g) denote the jet when the velocity of the

ltage is 0.8 kV, the distance is 2 mm, and the flow rate is 50 nl min�1.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 3 The fibre-diameter or ribbon-width related to the velocity. (a)–(d) SEM images of the aligned nanofibre with a 5 mm nozzle-to-substrate distance

at different velocities of the substrate, including 50 mm s�1, 100 mm s�1, 200 mm s�1 and 400 mm s�1; (e) correlation between the fibre-diameter and the

velocity of the motion stage. (f)–(i) SEM images of aligned electrospun nanofibres with a 2 mm nozzle-to-substrate distance at different velocities of the

substrate, including 50 mm s�1, 100 mm s�1, 200 mm s�1 and 400 mm s�1; (j) correlation between ribbon-width and velocity of the motion stage. The bars

denote 2 mm in (a)–(d) and 10 mm in (f)–(i).

Fig. 4 SEM images and optical microscope image of the ribbon-lattice

generated by MES. (a) shows parallel fibres with the same gap, and the

top-right box is the image of the contact angle of the solution on the Si

substrate; (b) is a ribbon-lattice with the same gap in two directions; (c)

and (d) are the optical microscope image and the SEM image of the

ribbon-lattice with a gap increasing gradually from 40 mm to 200 mm,

respectively.

Fig. 5 Optical microscope images of the evolution of self-organization

in a moisture-rich environment. (a) The fibres begin necking; (b) the fibres

are cut off; (c) the ‘‘fusiformis-shaped’’ droplets shrink; (d) the micro-

array is formed.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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electrospun fibres. The nozzle-to-substrate distance ranges from

2–5 mm, far smaller than the 10–30 cm adopted in traditional

electrospinning,35 and bigger than the �0.5 mm adopted in near-

field electrospinning.22 The surface properties exert influence on
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311 | 8305
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Fig. 6 The effects of the water film on the self-organization. The images are captured from the video by high-speed camera. (a-1)–(a-4) Group (a) shows

the first transfer into and out of the moisture-rich environment; (b-1)–(b-4) The sample of Group (b) is the same as that of Group (a). Group (b) is the

result of transferring the sample (a-4) into the moisture-rich environment; (c-1)–(c-4) The sample of Group (c) is the same as that of Group (a) and (b).

Group (c) is the result of transferring the sample (b-4) into the moisture-rich environment.
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the formation of the deposited fibre as well as the morphology of

the droplets. However, they have a low influence on the self-

organization behavior, which is dominated by surface tension

and Plateau–Rayleigh instability.36,37 Firstly, the surface energy

dominates the interfacial toughness between the substrate and

the electrodeposited fibres. In our experiment, we observed that

the liquid fibre is deposited on the Si substrate more easily than

on a polymeric substrate, such as PI (polyimide) or PDMS

(polydimethylsiloxane). Secondly, the surface properties also

play an important role in the morphology of the formed droplets,

such as the diameter and the height.

Improvements towards control have emerged, including

direct-writing nanofibres with controllability of position and

fibre-diameter/ribbon-width. It should be emphasized that the

positionability and controllability makeMES very different from

traditional electrospinning, which only collects the fibres in the

form of nonwoven fabric. Several features, such as a low applied

voltage and a short nozzle-to-substrate distance, and the tunable

mechanical drawing of the high-speed motion stage, lead to the

ability of MES for positioning and orientation. (1) One of the

advantages is to introduce the ‘‘near field’’ intoMES. The nozzle-

to-substrate distance of 2–5 mm is able to avoid disorderly

deposition in traditional electrospinning, and the comparatively

low applied voltage also avoids electrical breakdown in near-field

electrospinning. The nozzle-to-substrate distance also plays an

important role in controlling the phase change of the jetted fibres.

If the nozzle-to-substrate distance is greatly shortened from

5mm to 2mm, the solvent is unable to evaporate completely, and

the jetted fibre will become a thin ribbon when it reaches the

substrate, as shown in Fig. 3(e)–(i). The jetted fibres need to be
8306 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311
liquid when contacting the substrate, which generates enough

interfacial cohesive force to draw the fine ‘‘jet chord’’. (2) The

high-speed motion stage gives the set-up the capability of direct-

writing straight fibres and controlling the diameter of the fibre,

and avoiding the direct-writing coil/wave fibres in general near-

field electrospinning.22,38 (3) A d.c. voltage, 0.5–2 kV from a high-

voltage power supply, is applied, which is far smaller than that

adopted in electrospraying, electrospinning, and e-jet. Then the

applied voltage is gradually decreased to a lower voltage of 0.8

kV, just to keep the Taylor cone stable. The fibre will be jetted

through the drawing force resulting from the motion stage, which

is helpful in reducing the bending instability of the jet in a high

electric field. MES is able to fabricate highly ordered nanofibres

with high positional accuracy, and paves the way for fabricating

large-scale ordered microarrays by surface-tension driven self-

organization.

Fig. 3(a)–(d) and (f)–(i) show SEM micrographs of the

morphology of fibres fabricated at the velocities of 50 mm s�1,

100 mm s�1, 200 mm s�1 and 400 mm s�1 respectively. The two

groups of images present two kinds of morphology, solid fibres

and thin ribbons, which result from different nozzle-to-substrate

distances and solution concentrations, 5 mm and 3 wt% for (a)–

(d) and 2 mm and 4 wt% for (f)–(i). The jetted fibres will solidify

more efficiently when a larger nozzle-to-substrate distance is

adopted.33 It also leads to a significant difference between the

diameters of the fibres and the widths of the ribbons deposited on

the substrate, as shown in Fig. 3(e) and (j). It can be observed

that there exist distinct drawing forces from the statistical laws of

fibre diameters versus the velocity of the motion stage in Fig. 3(e)

and (j).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 7 Optical microscope images to show the effect of ribbon width on

the droplet-size. (a) Large scale droplet with uniform width and gap; (b)

large scale droplet with uniform width and different gaps; (c) microarray

with different widths and gaps, and the bar in the small image denotes

50 mm; (d) the effects of ribbon width and gap on the density of the

droplet; (e) the relationship between diameter of dots and width of

ribbons; (f) the relationship between diameter of dots and velocity of the

motion stage.
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The diameter bfibre or width bribbon decreases with the regular

increase in the velocity Vsubstrate. The linear fitting of the

deposited solid fibres is calibrated as bfibre ¼ �0.376 �
10�3Vsubstrate + 0.361, and the quadratic fitting of the thin liquid

ribbons is calibrated as bribbon ¼ 0.0001V2
substrate � 0.0686 �

10�3Vsubstrate + 16.739. Therefore the width of the ribbons (or

the diameter of the fibres) can be controlled by adjusting the

substrate velocity. It should be stressed that the calibration

results vary with the concentration of the solution, the internal

diameter of the nozzle, the applied voltage and the nozzle-to-

substrate distance. The diameter/width is under control only at

specific velocity intervals in which the drawing force successfully

stretches the jet. Low velocities, such as those lower than the

jetting velocity, are unable to generate a drawing force onto the

jetted fibres, yet the jetted fibres will break when the velocity is

too high, such as at 800 mm s�1. Cracks are observed on the

surface of fibres fabricated at low velocity, highlighted by the

white triangles shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). Conversely, the fibre

with a smoother surface can be fabricated by adopting a large

velocity. The possible mechanism results from evaporation of

the solvent. At low velocity, the fibre with unit length has more

solvent, so more solvent will be evaporated from the fibre. It

leads to a much more remarkable shrinkage, which is the main

reason for the generation of the crack.

One of the advantages of MES over ink-jet printing is that

MES can adopt large nozzles to print a fine pattern, and jamming
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
of the nozzle can be reduced easily. Corresponding to the inner

nozzle diameter Dnozzle with 160 mm, the draw-down ratio Rd is

from 465 to 748 for the first group (fibre) and from 11 to 45 for

the second group (ribbon), much larger than about 0.3 for ink-jet

printing, where Rd ¼ Dnozzle

bi
, (bi ¼ bfibre, bribbon). The ink is

delivered continuously using a syringe pump at a rate of 50 nL

min�1. In addition, the diameters are able to be continuously

tuned by the motion stage, this being the specific advantage of

MES compared to traditional electrospinning23 and near-field

electrospinning.22

The configuration of ribbon-lattices plays a dominant role in

controlling the droplet-size and droplet-position of the micro-

array. In order to realize controllability of the microarray with

specific position, size and density, ribbon-lattices with different

configurations should be designed firstly to meet specific

requirements, including the diameter of fibres and the gap

between parallel fibres. Fig. 4(a) shows parallel straight fibres

with the same gap, which are adopted to show the surface-

tension driven self-organization in freedom. One can observe the

effect of the ribbon width on the droplet-size and distance

between droplets. Fig. 4(b) is the uniform ribbon-lattice, showing

the possibility of a large-scale orderly microarray. Fig. 4(c) and

(d) are a ribbon-lattice with gradual gap increases from 30 mm to

200 mm, to impose controllability on the formation of the

microarray, where Fig. 4(d) is a SEM image showing the partial

enlarged detail of an optical microscope image Fig. 4(c). The

parallel fibres are used to observe the free self-organization

against the diameter of fibres, and the ribbon-lattices are adopted

to show the controllability of self-organization. Based on the

above patterns, we can fabricate a droplet-array resulting from

free self-organization and controllable self-organization,

respectively. The ink adopted in experiments is a polyethylene

oxide (PEO, Mw ¼ 300 000) solution with weight concentration

4 wt% or 6 wt%. It is dissolved in distilled water, followed by

ultrasonic dispersion and magnetic stirring for 10 hours at room

temperature. The top-right box of Fig. 4(a) is the contact angle of

the PEO solution on the Si substrate. The contact angle is about

44�, which is the average value from dozens of experiments. It is

well known to us that ss ¼ ssl + slcos q. The term (ss � ssl) is

called the adhesion tension or wetting tension. It means that the

larger the contact angle, the smaller the diameter of the droplets

and the greater the height of the droplets.
4. Controllability in self-organization

This section aims at a better understanding of Plateau–Rayleigh

instability and the finite length effects and their utility in the

controllable formation of microarrays. Fig. 5 shows the dynamic

behavior of free self-organization. As the thin ribbons absorb

enough water-vapor, they undergo a sudden transition to a

morphologically different state. This indicates that surface

instabilities are activated. The ribbons are on the micrometer/

submicrometer scale, so the solvent evaporates quickly when it is

taken away from the moisture-rich environment. The observa-

tions suggest that three key elements are required for the self-

organization mechanism: (i) the self-organization of free-

standing thin ribbons is in an uncontrolled style. The ribbon-

lattice is adopted to form a large-scale ordered fibre-array with
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311 | 8307
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Fig. 8 Optical microscope images to show a highly-uniform droplet-array with different controllable widths. (a) The ribbon-lattice during necking; (b)

the ribbon-lattice during shrinking; (c) large-scale uniform microarray with controlled position and volume; (d) image by Laser Scanning Confocal

Microscope to show the effect of the gap between ribbons. (e) Relationship between the amount of necking and the gap length between ribbons. The �
denotes experimental data, and the blue solid line is the fitting line. ‘‘�1’’ on the axis of the number of droplets in the gap means that there is no necking

and the two intersection points are unified together. The dashed lines in the upper-right rectangular boxes of (b) and (c) and on the images of (e), and the

direction of the raindrop arrows in (d) indicate the location of the original ribbons before the break-up process takes place.
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high-positionability and high-uniformity; (ii) a suitable-humidity

environment is needed for absorbing water-vapor, and a dry

environment for quick evaporation; (iii) it needs enough time to

finish three obvious sequences of self-organization, including

necking, breaking, and contracting. The time is dependent on the

width of ribbons and the humidity of the environment. Usually

the necking is the most important since it determines the position

of breaking, the density of droplets and the droplet size.
8308 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311
Certainly, the humidity of the environment and the tempera-

ture of the substrate should collaborate to generate a water film

with a suitable thickness. Fig. 6 shows the effects of the water film

on the self-organization. When the water is condensed into a

thick water film, the ribbon dissolves and diffuses quickly into

the water. This leads to a microarray with a large diameter and a

small height. In order to improve the controllability, it is better to

adopt a thin water film. Fig. 6(a-1)–(a-4) show the sample being
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 9 The distance l changes with the length L of the ribbon-segments.

The controllability of the distance l is higher when the length L is

smaller. The envelope area between the two envelope curves is control-

lable. b z 10.7 mm is the width of the ribbons.
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transferred into and out of the moisture-rich environment for the

first time. It can be observed that the thin fibres experience

necking, cutting off and shrinking, and the entire procedure is

finished. However, the thick fibres are not cut off, and are still

continuous lines. (a-2) and (a-3) are the intermediate procedures

in which the water film is evaporated gradually. In order to finish

the self-organization, the sample should be transferred into the

moisture-rich environment several times if the water film is too

thin. (b-1) is the result of the sample (a-4) transferred into

moisture. The degree of self-organization of Group (b) is deeper

than that of Group (a). In the same way, (b-4) is transferred into

the moisture-rich environment again. And the results of Groups

(c) show clearly that the entire procedure of self-organization is

finished, even the thick fibres.

Different droplet-sizes are usually required in different appli-

cations. However, it is impractical for traditional ink-jet printing/

e-jet to deposit various droplet-sizes in a continuously tunable

manner by one print head, since it is only able to generate

droplets of one size. The MES-assisted self-organization has the

capability to generate microarrays with a specific droplet-size

and position in a continuously tunable, digital manner. Fig. 7(a)–

(d) show the results of the controllability of droplet-size through

adjusting the ribbon width. The ribbons are generated by

adjusting the velocity of the motion stage according to the cali-

bration relation in Fig. 3(j). Fig. 7(a) and (b) illustrate a large-

scale microarray evolved from parallel fibres with uniform

diameter and different diameters, respectively. They belong to

the self-organization of free-standing ribbons, where the droplet-

size is affected by the ribbon width. It can be observed from

Fig. 7(b) that the width is in charge of the droplet-size and

droplet-distance along the ribbons. The gap between ribbons is

another important parameter to control the density of the

microarray in the direction perpendicular to the parallel ribbons.

This suggests that a dense microarray can be fabricated by

reducing the ribbon width and the distance between ribbons.

Fig. 7(c) and (d) show that the droplet-size is adjusted on the

basis of a combination of the ribbon-width and the intersection

of perpendicular fibres. The ribbon-lattice for Fig. 7(c) is made
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
up of narrow ribbons in the horizontal direction and wide

ribbons in the vertical direction. The biggest droplets are located

at the point of intersection. There exist competing morphologies

of drops, in particular drop-based ‘‘digital’’ self-organization.

When the gap between two ribbons becomes small enough, a

complex phenomenon appears, in which the ribbon between the

two interaction points is difficult to cut off in the process of

necking. The two end points of the ribbon segment will merge

together to form ‘‘union droplets’’ due to surface tension, as

shown in the enlarged image in Fig. 7(c). Fig. 7(d) shows self-

organization of the ribbon-lattices into fine horizontal ribbons in

the peripheral region and thick vertical ribbons in the central

region. It can generate hierarchical microarrays and give a clear

image of the effect of ribbon width and intersection points, as

shown in the dashed-line rectangle. Furthermore, whereas the

freestanding ribbons will always undergo a Plateau–Rayleigh

instability, the droplet turns out to be homogeneous as long as

the ribbons are sufficiently uniform. Fig. 7(e) shows that there

exists an obvious linear relationship between the droplet

diameter at the intersection points and the ribbon width, namely

Ddot¼ 2.7480bribbon + 12.1494. The relationship of ribbon width,

bribbon, versus velocity of the motion stage, Vsubstrate, was

obtained and shown in Fig. 3(j), from which the microarray at a

specific droplet-size can be generated directly by MES in a digital

manner. It can be observed that the height of the droplet is

�1 mm, which is not directly dominated by the process param-

eters, but by the material properties of the solution and substrate.

Fig. 7(f) shows the relationship between the diameter of the dot

and the velocity of the motion stage, namely Ddot ¼
0.0001V2

substrate � 0.138Vsubstrate + 54.79. The velocity of the

motion stage, Vsubstrate, is controlled by numerical computer, so

it can be considered as a digital fabrication approach for a large-

scale microarray.

Fig. 8 indicates that the droplet position can be controlled

precisely at the intersection where self-organized droplets are

definitely generated. However, whether there are droplets

between fibres depends on the configuration of the ribbon-

lattices. The PEO solution with weight concentration 4 wt% is

adopted for Fig. 8(a) and (d), and 6 wt% for Fig. 8(b) and (c).

There are critical values of gaps for the modes unable to be

necked between two interaction points, and those able to be

necked once (the condition of no point at the gap), twice (the

condition of one point at the gap), and so on. Fig. 8(c) shows the

combined influence of the droplet-size and droplet-gap. The

small ratio of diameter to gap contributes to generating more

droplets, from which the effect of the ratio is able to be validated

clearly when two apparently different ratios are compared. If the

ribbon-gap is small enough or the ribbon width is big enough,

there may be only a big droplet connecting two intersections, and

no small droplets located at the gap. This predicts that control-

ling the interaction between the fibres and the liquid–air interface

is the key to the realization of highly ordered droplet-arrays.

In order to observe the finite length effects, one can focus on

the microarray in Fig. 8(d), which is self-organized from the

ribbon-lattice, with gaps increasing gradually as shown in

Fig. 4(c). The image can be divided into 4 parts, named Areas I,

II, III and IV, according to the gap. The microarray in Area I has

the same sized gap in the horizontal and vertical directions, and

there are no tiny droplets in the gap. The self-organized droplets
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311 | 8309
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with the same size are anchored at the intersection points of

perpendicular ribbons. Area II is different from Area I since the

vertical gap remains the same while the horizontal gap becomes

gradually larger. It is the same with Area I in the vertical direc-

tion, in that there are no droplets in the gap, however it is

different in the horizontal direction, as there are one or more

droplets in the gaps. The number of droplets in the gap is

determined by the length of the gap, which is considered as the

finite length effects adopted to manipulate the self-organization.

Area III is similar toArea II but in the perpendicular direction. In

Area IV the number of droplets in the gap becomes larger, with

the gap increasing in two directions gradually. The evolution of

the droplets located at the intersection point is different from in

other parts of the fibres. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the droplet is

evolved from an ellipse in free self-organization. However, the

droplets located at the intersection points demonstrate four-

pointed stars at first, then gradually change into approximately

circular droplets. These droplets resulting from two intersectant

ribbons are usually bigger than the others in the gap. The

intersection points are composed of two segments from two

perpendicular ribbons, however the points between gaps are

composed of only one segment. Experiments show that the

segments for the intersection points are about the same length as

the segments for other points in the same sample. It can be

concluded from analysis of the experimental data that the

volume at the intersection point is about twice as big as in the gap

when the two intersectant ribbons have the same cross-section

area. It should be emphasized that the droplets, either at or

between these intersection points, are formed in high order.

It can be observed from Fig. 8(e) that there exists an obvious

relationship between the size of the gap and the number of

droplets in the gap. In our experiment there are six areas, from

‘‘Area I’’ to ‘‘Area VI’’. In Area I there is no necking and the two

intersection points are unified together. It means that micro-

arrays are unable to be self-organized when the gap length is

smaller than 25 mm in the case of bribbon z 10.7 mm in our

experiments. It is well known that a liquid line on a flat substrate

can be unstable, depending on the boundary conditions, and

there is a competition between nucleation and surface insta-

bility.32,39 In Area II, there are no droplets in the gap and the self-

organized droplets are exactly located at the intersection points.

By use of this characteristic, highly ordered and uniform

microarrays can be fabricated in a parallel manner; meanwhile

the droplet-gap can be continuously tuned from 25 mm to 65 mm.

In Area III, there is one droplet in each gap, based on which

hierarchical microarrays are able to be generated. The droplet-

gap can be determined in the interval (65/2 mm ¼ 32.5 mm to 110/

2 mm ¼ 55 mm). After the gap increases to 110 mm, a new droplet

will be added for every 45 mm of the gap. We analyzed the

droplets in the gap, which are nearly elliptical in shape, with

24.55� 2.29 mm in the long-axis direction and 12.42� 1.42 mm in

the short-axis direction. We perform a standard linear stability

analysis of infinitely long ribbons, and identify the corresponding

stable, unstable, and metastable regions. The numerical simula-

tions show that for long and thin ribbons, they generate periodic

patterns involving successive formation of droplets or necking.

On the other hand, for shorter and thicker ribbons, the evolution

ends up by forming a single drop, particularly as shown in Area I

of Fig. 8(e). The final droplet-pattern shows a competition
8310 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 8302–8311
between the gathering mechanism caused by nucleation and the

necking mechanism by free surface instability.

A ribbon of rectangular cross section with width bribbon and

thickness hribbon is often the initial state, and the principle is the

same area when transforming into a rivulet. The simplified model

is shown in Fig. 1(b), where the thin ribbons absorb water-vapor

and become static rivulets with circular parts cross-sectioned on

a horizontal plate. The contact width b approximates the width

bribbon, contact angle is q, radius is R, and the thickness of the

section line h is much larger than hribbon. For micro beads, gravity

is neglected as the bond number is small. For the final droplet

array, Brochard-Wyart and Redon36 studied the varicose modes

of a liquid rim deposited on a flat solid surface, giving the simple

result that the wavelength l is directly proportional to the width,

l z 4b. Kondic et al.37 give the result that l z 4.5b, where the

result is based on the Ni line on the Si substrate, and the contact

angle is approximately p/2.

The finite length effects are able to make the droplet-gap

deviate from self-organization in the free state. It can be observed

from Fig. 9 that there are obvious finite length effects when the

distance L is small. We utilized the finite length effect to

manipulate the self-organization behavior, and the region

between the two envelope curves is controllable. The distance l

between droplets continually approaches the theoretical predic-

tion, which does not consider the finite length effects. With the

distance L increasing gradually, the finite length effects become

inconspicuous. Meanwhile, the controllability of the self-orga-

nization is weakened gradually. There is a competing patterning

denoted by the green competing lines. There exists a competition

behavior at the critical length L. When the length L passes

through the green competing lines, the distance l suddenly

reduces and the number of droplets jumps immediately. In our

experiments bz bribbonz 10.7 mm, so we can get l1¼ 42.8 mm or

l2 ¼ 48.2 mm according to the studies of Brochard-Wyart

et al.36 and Kondic et al.,37 respectively. The periodic jump

appears every 45 mm in our experiment, located in an

interval between l1 and l2. Based on the experimental data, we

can get the upper limit of the droplet-gap

lbottomz90:06e�
3312L
100000 þ 13:11e�

4894L
1000000 þ 4:2b, and the lower limit

ltopz� 20:35e�
1913L
100000 � 7:912e�

2746L
1000000 þ 4:2b, by virtue of the

curve-fitting technique. It can be analyzed that the distance l can

be tuned by the length L and the width b. With the infinite

increase of the length L, it can be calculated in the limit that l

tends to 4.2b (l/b ¼ 45/10.7 mm z 4.2 mm), between 4b36 and

4.5b.37 The experimental data coincide with the theoretical results

perfectly. When the length L becomes large, the finite length

effects will disappear gradually, and the distance l converges to

the theoretical results, namely the controllability deteriorates.
5. Conclusions

We have shown an alternative method to digitally fabricate large-

scale microarrays through mechanoelectrospinning-assisted

surface-tension driven self-organization. Plateau–Rayleigh

instability and the finite length effects are utilized to manipulate

the self-organization processes and adjust the competition

between nucleation and free surface instability. The findings of

the present study open up the possibility of being able to deposit

large-scale, controllable, highly ordered microarrays for a range
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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of engineering applications. Unlike the situation with ink-jet

printing, mechanoelectrospinning has the capability of continu-

ously adjusting the minimum droplet size in a digital manner.

This nonlithographic approach is especially appealing because of

the potential for low cost in large-scale production. The surface-

selective deposition enabled all-solution-processed fabrication of

large-scale droplet arrays, making them an advantageous

candidate for the fabrication of sensors, optical devices and

magnetic storage media.
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